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Abstract
The study of crustal structure in Precambrian greenstone belts is crucial for understanding of mineral deposits and their genesis. This thesis takes on an integrated interpretation of
geophysical data for Metal Earth’s Rouyn-Noranda transect as part of a large collaborative
research. Regional scale seismic reflection, magnetotelluric and gravity data as well as magnetic and surface geology maps are used to conduct the study. The seismic reflection data
was enhanced by the application of the curvelet enhancement method and seismic attributes
for to improve interpretation ability. Two sets of density models were used, namely, constrained and unconstrained models. A 2-D conjugate gradient inversion of Magnetotelluric
data was done after the phase tensor and skew angle were analyzed to determine dimensionality and directionality. The data was interpreted together in the form of integrated
interpretation in order to understand the structure and architecture of the crust along the
transect. The seismic data is characterized by poorly reflective upper crust, strongly reflective mid crust, exhibiting complex reflection structure sub-horizontal reflections truncated
by gently dipping reflections. The lower crust is characterized by sub-parallel reflections
with weak continuity. The magnetotelluric model is characterized by a resistive upper crust
with conductive pathways penetrating through the resistive bodies; and a conductive midto-lower crust. Integration of the data reveals a good correlation between the data sets and
the upper crustal conductive conduits correlate directly with surface geology map structures
a well as lineations from the magnetic map. The highly reflective mid crust correlates with
the conductive feature in the mid crust in which the correlation is attributed to partial melts
in the mid-crust. The density models also show a good correlation with the seismic data and
were used to constrain the depths and dimensions of plutonic rocks along the transect.
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Chapter 1 Introduction to thesis
1.1

Background

The Superior province is a host to Archean greenstone belts with different types of mineralization as well as mineral endowment, especially in the southeastern and southwestern
domains (Abitibi and Wabigoon subprovinces; Figure 1.1). For most of these domains, the
surface geology is relatively similar, however there are differences in mineral endowment
between the two domains. The Metal Earth (ME) collaborative research project has acquired geophysical and geological data across the different parts of these domains in the
form of transects. The aim of the project is to study and differentiate the crustal architecture and structure between the domains, in order to understand the reason for the difference
in metal endowment. The geophysical data include seismic reflection, magnetic, gravity and
magnetotelluric (MT). These data sets also include legacy data sets which are utilized by
the projects to investigate the different characteristics of the crust (Naghizadeh et al., 2019;
Cheraghi et al., 2020; Mathieu et al., 2020; Maleki et al., 2020). The geophysical prospecting
methods offer deep subsurface probing techniques to study the crustal structure in terms of
the physical property contrasts. Integration of multiple geophysical data sets is an efficient
practice to characterize the crustal structure in terms of physical properties. Usually various
geophysical data sets complement one another and their geological interpretation become
less ambiguous and more reliable. This thesis investigates the crustal structure along the
ME Rouyn-Noranda transect using integrated geophysical approach. The seismic reflection
and MT data are the primary data sets for this work, and are complemented by the gravity
data as well as a surface geological map compilation.

2

Figure 1.1: Distribution of ME transects shown with black lines as well as legacy transects
(Lithoprobe and Discover Abitibi shown with blue and purple lines, respectively) across the
Superior Province. The Rouyn-Noranda transect is highlighted by the black circle (after
Naghizadeh et al., 2019).

1.1.1

Study area and previous geophysical work

The Rouyn-Noranda transect is located in the Blake River Group, near the OntarioQuebec boarder. The ∼51 km seismic transect located north-south partially overlaps with
legacy Lithoprobe line 21 (Figure 1.2).

3

Figure 1.2: Local map extracted from the black circle in Figure 1.1 showing the overlapped
sections of ME (black line) and Lithoprobe (blue lines) transects in the BRG.
The 2.7−2.695 Ga volcano-plutonic Blake River Group (BRG; McNicoll et al., 2014) is
well known for its volcanogenic massive sulphide deposits and several geophysical studies
have been focused on the understanding of its geometry and structure. The Lithoprobe
project forms a pioneering geophysical program in the Superior Province which commenced
in 1983 and concluded in 2003 (Clowes et al., 1999). It carried out regional and highresolution seismic reflection profiling across Canada and the Superior province with the aim
to study the crustal structure of the lithosphere. Dumas (1997) reprocessed and interpreted
the Lithoprobe’s regional line 21 located in the BRG focused on defining the base of the

4
BRG including its geometry. Green et al. (1990) utilized Lithoprobe lines 12a, 12, 14a, 14b
and 14 to study crustal structure in the BRG. Lines 12 are located in the east of the BRG
in Ontario, and lines 14 are located in the east of the BRG in Quebec. Perron and Calvert
(1998) interpreted the high-resolution profile (21-1) and investigated the ability of the seismic
reflection reflection method to delineate structural features in hard rock environments and
understand the character of seismic reflection in the area. Bellefleur et al. (2007, 2014)
integrated 2-D high-resolution profiles (Ribago and Amulet), 2D and 3-D geological models
to constrain the deep geological framework in the Noranda mining camp, which is at the south
end on the ME transect. Tournerie and Chouteau (2002) conducted a detailed investigation
of the resistivity structure along the Lithoprobe line 21 in order to complement results
from the seismic reflection profile through analysis and 2-D inversion of MT data. Adetunji
et al. (2014) investigated 2-D crustal and lithospheric electrical resistivity structures along
650 km long profile which crosses through the Pontiac and Abitibi (BRG). Boulanger and
Chouteau (2001) have also undertaken constrained gravity inversion modelling in the BRG
to characterize the structure of the BRG. A few other gravity inversions were undertaken
using different inversion methodologies (e.g., Keating (1992a,b); Chasseriau and Chouteau
(2003)). Most of the geophysical data used in previous studies were acquired using fairly old
technology and consequently show relatively poor resolution. Some of the legacy data were
retrieved and enhanced providing sufficient resolution for interpretation purposes. Otherwise
this study uses the data newly acquired by ME to constrain the crustal architecture along
the Rouyn-Noranda transect and add knowledge to that acquired from previous geophysical
work.

1.1.2

Research objectives

The following key points describe the objectives of this thesis:
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• Investigate crustal architecture along the transect using geophysical data.
• Investigate the feasibility of 2-D MT modelling and inversion approach in an environment of complex geology and structure.
• Relate geophysical features with known structures from surface geology.
• Determine the correlations between the geophysical data sets and geological implications.
• Constrain the structure of the Blake River Group in light of the new data as well as
in the areas that were previously not covered by geophysical surveys (Figure 1.2).

1.1.3

Structure of the thesis

Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to the background geology of the area and focuses
more the tectonic and structural evolution.
Chapter 3 provides the details of data used for this study as well as their enhancement
methodologies including the background of the seismic method and curvelet filtering ad
application of seismic attributes to hard rock seismic reflection data.
Chapter 4 start with the background of the MT method and provides a detailed analysis
and 2-D inversion of MT data for the Rouyn-Noranda transect.
Chapter 5 provides integrated interpretation of the data and links the geophysical interpretations to known geology.
Finally, in chapter 6 we discuss the main results and conclude the dissertation.
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Chapter 2 Geological Background
2.1

The Superior Province

The Superior Province is the world’s largest preserved Archean cratonic rocks on Earth
(spanning an area of approximately 2 million km2 ). It consist of Eo- to Neoarchean granitegreenstone, gneissic, and/or metasedimentary domains that mainly amalgamted during the
Neoarchean (Percival and Williams, 1989; Card et al., 1989; Robert et al., 2005; Percival,
2007). Its southern and eastern parts are comprised predominantly by well defined eastwest oriented volcanic and plutonic subprovinces (e.g., Abitibi, Wabigoon and Uchi belts)
separated by metasedimentary and gneissic subprovinces (e.g., Pontiac, Quetico and English
River assemblages; see Figure 2.1). The east-west trending belts are truncated by the northnortheast trending Paleoproterozoic Kapuskasing uplift, which exposes a cross-section of the
mid and upper Archean crust. The Wawa and Abitibi subprovinces are thought to form one
continuous subprovince which is disturbed by the Kapuskasing structure (Hoffman, 1989).
Hoffman (1989) considers the Superior Province was at one time a rifted fragment of a larger
Archean crustal assembly because the east-west trending subprovinces are bounded by the
younger Trans-Hudson orogen in the west and the Grenville and New Quebec orogens in the
east.
The majority of regional faults, especially in the southern domain are east-west trending, which may be related to major tectonic events that were active during the evolution of
the Superior Province. Percival et al. (1994) and Calvert et al. (1995) suggest that these
sequences and structural trends were brought about by north facing subduction related tectonics. The tectonic development of the Superior Province can be interpreted from gravity
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and seismic reflection studies (e.g., the Lithoprobe project). However, Percival (2007) mentions that major contributions towards the understanding of the Superior Province also come
from geochronology (U-Pb) and geochemical investigations over the last three decades.
The subduction related tectonics is not the only hypothesis tectonic evolution of the
Superior Province. Some of the recently proposed models include but not limited to; accretionary tectonics, mantle plumes and convergent plate boundary tectonics Robert et al.
(2005) as well as disintegration of an older crust in response to mantle overturn (Bedard and
Harris, 2014).
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Figure 2.1: Simplified map of the Superior Province showing the major subprovinces of
alternating metasedimentary, plutonic and volcano-plutonic assemblages cut across by the
Kapuskasing structural zone in the south.
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2.1.1

Tectonics and Structure

The Superior Province, especially the southern, central and the western domains, is
thought to have evolved separately and merged by small scale accretionary processes that
occurred before ca. 2.7 Ga (Williams, 1990). This hypothesis is supported by the early
structural history of these domains. Calvert and Ludden (1999) showed from seismic reflection and gravity data studies that the formation of the Archean crust of the Superior
Province is related to accretionary tectonics of prograde north-dipping subduction zone in
the late Archean. Studies from the Schreiber-Hemlo greenstone belt in the southern Superior Province show structures consistent with a compressional tectonic regime, suggested to
be a product of subduction zone processes (Polat and Kerrich, 1999). A similar tectonic
model, comprising an episodic growth of continental crust by lateral accretion complexes,
was suggested by Polat and Kerrich (2001) and based on geochemical and structural characteristics for the southern Superior Province, in the Abitibi and Wawa subprovinces. Benn
and Moyen (2008) also proposes a subduction related tectonic model for the southeastern
Superior Province. Their interpretation was based on the combination of available geological and geophysical data for the region. The subduction model was preferred because it
explains the signatures of the volcanic units as well as the plutonic units, where a plumesubduction interaction is recorded in these rock assemblages. Although, many studies (e.g.,
Sutcliffe et al., 1993; Calvert et al., 1995; Calvert and Ludden, 1999; Kimura et al., 1993;
White et al., 2003; Frieman et al., 2017) and references therein) regard the tectonics behind
the development of the Superior Province as subduction-accretionary tectonics, there are
contradictions in the literature.
In one contradictory study, Thurston (2002) suggest, based on the studies conducted
on the south, central and western Superior Province, that the Superior Province formed
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through the process of authochthonous or parachthonous development. The evidence for
this hypothesis is based only on geological investigations. One of the lines of evidence which
relates to this study is the mapping of unconformitties at various parts of the Superior
Province, which are possible to interpret from seismic records. Bedard and Harris (2014)
proposed a non-plate tectonic model for the formation of Superior Province. This involve
partial disaggregation of older cratonic material in response to a mantle overturn event that
took place at ca. 2.7 Ga followed by reassembly/terrain accretion. Polat and Kerrich (2001)
discussed features that include accretion of oceanic plateaus, island arcs and continental
fragments that have a possible relation to a late Archean mantle overturn and supports
the model of Bedard and Harris (2014). Bedard et al. (2013) noted that there will be
compressional structures in accreted terrains and oblique strike-slip faults at the sides (e.g.,
Lacroix et al., 1998), as well as oblique fracture and major shear zones developing within the
interior due to the imposed stress field. These interior features are present in the Superior
Province, particularly in the Abitibi greenstone belt. For example, the Porcupine Destor
(PDF) and Cardillac Larder Lake Fault Zones (CLLF), which are major east-weest shear
zones in the Abitibi greenstone belt (Jackson and Cruden, 1995).

2.1.2

The Abitibi Greenstone Belt

The Abitibi greenstone belt is regarded as the largest greenstone belt in the Canadian
Shield (Ludden and Hubert, 1986). It is divided into northern and southern volcanic zones
(NVZ and SVZ, respectively) as well as other two other distinct regions dominated by granitic
and metasedimentary rocks, based on the earlier studies (Figure 2.2; Ludden and Hubert,
1986) .
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Figure 2.2: Summary of the subdivisions of the Abitibi greenstone belt based on lithological
distribution. (1) is the Northern Volcanic Zone, (2) is the Southern Volcanic Zone, (3) is
Central Granite-Gneiss Zone and (4) Southern Granite-Gneiss Zone. The subdivision is
adapted from Ludden and Hubert (1986). The dotted lines separate each major subdivision.
More recent literature (e.g., Thurston et al., 2008) noted a similarity between the southern
and the northern Abitibi greenstone belt, which invalidates the subdivisions based on the
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earlier literature. However, more structural geology focused literature, [e.g.,][]Bedeaux et al.
(2017) distinguishes the tectonic subdivisions. Here in, the tectonic subdivision nomenclature
is adopted, for the sake of the understanding of the structure.
The structural evolution of the Abitibi is thought to be related to Archean wrench fault
tectonic systems of two main stages (Hubert et al., 1984; Ludden and Hubert, 1986). The first
stage of development was shearing associated with east-southeast west-southwest trending
sinistral wrench faulting of regional scale (e.g., Porcupine Destor Fault and Larder LakeCadillac Fault Zones) and juxtaposition of the different lithological units. The second stage
of deformation was associated with the development of north-south trending compression
that resulted in east-west fold traces (Ludden and Hubert, 1986). Chown et al. (1992) noted
six deformation stages in the NVZ which are consistent with major compressional tectonics
described in Ludden and Hubert (1986) and references therein.
Figure 2.3 shows three main tectonic stages in the development of the Abitibi greenstone
belt proposed by Ludden and Hubert (1986). The first stage was a main volcanic phase
(plutonism) as a result of subduction tectonism. The second stage is the deformation of the
NVZ and a volcanic phase in the SVZ that is regarded as the ocean-arc plutonism. The last
stage involved mainly orogenic deformation processes applied to both the SVZ and the NVZ
followed by emplacement of granitoids. These deformation events were followed by regional
north-south compression that resulted in the formation of east-west thrust shears, leading
to formation of fault bounded geological domains. Studies conducted by Green et al. (1990)
in the southern Abitibi also supports this tectonic evolution with an addition that there was
a sinistral transpression involved.
Seismic reflection results reveal that the subsurface reflections in the southern Abitibi
greenstone belt are sub-parallel to the surface, making it difficult to describe with subduction related tectonics but rather rifted volcanic arc environment (Bellefleur et al., 1998).
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Bellefleur et al. (1998) further noted that the NVZ and SVZ possibly represent different
tectonic environments based on the inconsistency of the mid crustal geometry in the seismic reflection interpretation. However, the reflections of the lower crust were found to be
consistent between the two zones. This implies that this portion of the crust was deformed
synchronously within the two zone most likely by the first north-south trending deformation
event. This imply that the mid and upper crust of the Abitibi greenstone belt may have
undergone different tectonic processes in the two zones after the first deformation event.

Figure 2.3: Tectonic models for the development of the Abitibi greenstone belt from early
(a) to late (c) Archean as suggested by Ludden and Hubert (1986).
The volcano-sedimentary succession in the southern Abitibi greenstone belt consists of
six major volcanic groups, from oldest to youngest (Ayer, 2005):
• Pacaud
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• Deloro
• Stoughton-Roquemaure
• Kidd-Munro
• Tisdale
• Blake River
This thesis focuses on the Blake River Group. The next section provide a review of
geology, tectonics and structure of the Blake River Group.

2.1.3

The Blake River Group

The Blake River Group (BRG; ∼ 2.7 Ga; 3000 km2 Pearson and Daigneault, 2009) is a
volcanic assemblage bounded by the two regional fault zones in the Rouyn-Noranda; The
CLLF to the south and PDF to the north. It belongs to the SVZ of the southern Abitibi
greenstone belt (Pearson and Daigneault, 2009; Moore et al., 2016) (Figure 2.4). The up
to 12 km thick BRG is mainly composed of mafic volcanic rocks and a few felsic centres,
exhibiting a large number of synvolcanic structures (Hannington et al., 2003; Pearson and
Daigneault, 2009). There are four major silisic volcanic complexes in the BRG; namely: 1)
Ben Nevis Complex, 2) the Clarice Lake Complex, 3) the Montsabrais sequence and 4) the
Post-Cauldron sequence. The seismic transect for this study straddles the largest complex,
which is the Post-Cauldron Sequences. The BRG was subdivided into the Misema and
Noranda subgroups based on stratigraphy. The Misema subgroup forms the basal portion
and the Noranda subgroup forms the upper portion.
Apart from the regional structures bounding this group, it is dominated by ∼70◦ northeast trending fault set with an average spacing of 4 km. These faults are considered to be
late in the structural evolution (Pearson and Daigneault, 2009). The Noranda subgroup is
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characterized by north-east trending folds and reverse faults that generally form east facing
and east dipping strata (Gibson et al., 2007). The north-south deformation formed steeply
dipping strata that is parallel to the major bounding fault zones (Gibson et al., 2007). The
∼70◦ trending faults cross cut earlier faults that are trending north-north-east and southeast (Pearson and Daigneault, 2009). The Flavrian pluton to the west of the transect is
in contact with the Hunter Creek Fault, which forms one of the the sub-vertical faults in
the BRG trending in the north east direction (Perron and Calvert, 1998). Generally, the
BRG shows wide annular fault pattern (Pearson and Daigneault, 2009). The Powell and
Flavrian plutons are synvolcanic intrusions and are considered to originate from a magma
chamber that partly fed the Noranda subgroup (Bellefleur et al., 2007). There exist mafic
intrusions (dolerite-gabbroic dykes and sills) that intrude the BRG in the south-west northeast direction, which run approximately parallel to the Hunter Creek Fault, and the structure
have been interpreted from geophysical data (Boulanger and Chouteau, 2001; Eaton et al.,
2010).
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Figure 2.4: Geological map of the Blake River Group in Quebec. Major and minor fault
zones are shown, with names given only to the major shear and fault zones. Lithological
contacts are shown as well.

2.1.3.1

Evolutionary model for the BRG

The BRG is defined as a Megacaldera Complex (Blake River Megacaldera Complex
[BRMCC]) based on the tectonic evolution defined by Pearson and Daigneault (2009) with
five supporting arguments; 1) a mafic-intermediate dyke swarm pattern, 2) the fault pattern,
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3) volcanic rock distribution, 4) the overall domal geometry, and 5) the distribution pattern
of carbonate hydrothermal alteration. The dykes in the BRG are limited in the surface exposure and only a small portion of them reach the surface (Moore et al., 2016). This study
is interested in the structural relationships, and will henceforth focus on the structure, not
the dykes. The evolution of the BRG was explained by Pearson and Daigneault (2009) and
their model was further explained and reconstructed by Moore et al. (2016). Mueller et al.
(2012) discussed the evolutionary model in terms of tectonics and structure. A summary of
the evolutionary model for the BRG will be reviewed in the following stages with emphasis
on the structure as described by Pearson and Daigneault (2009), Mueller et al. (2012) and
Moore et al. (2016).
Stage one: basal caldera construction
The initial stage in the evolution of BRG was caldera development. This was caused by
the growth of a large magma chamber which induced a development of localized extensional
system and formation of ring faults. This is accompanied by a subsidence event influenced
by a gravitational stress environment bounded by the synvolcanic ring faults (Figure 2.5a).
Stage two: Misema caldera collapse
The second stage is the caldera collapse represented by the basal Misema Subgroup. It is
characterized by formation of the outer and inner ring fault zones. Partial melting occured as
a result of volcanic activity involved and resulted in the formation of gneiss and development
of a plutonic mass at depth of ∼3−5 km (Pearson and Daigneault, 2009).
Stage three: peacemeal faulting and volcanism
At this stage, there is no major structural evolution recorded. There was more intrusion
related activity taking place including the development of the Flavrian−Powell intrusive
complex, as well as mafic and mafic-intermediate intrusions.
Stage four: second collapse event; New Senator Caldera
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Migration of the magma chamber occured and it is indicated by the crescent-shaped
faults in Figure 2.5b. Mueller et al. (2012) interpret this stage as a compressional event (see
Figure 2.5b).
Stage five: third collapse event; Noranda caldera
This is a third collapse representing the Noranda caldera; This overlaps the New Senator
caldera and extends in the east direction along the Hunter Creek, Beauchastel Creek and
Horne Creek Faults (Pearson and Daigneault, 2009). Mueller et al. (2012) interprets this
stage as an extensional rift system that brought about the development of the ∼ 70◦ fractures
and faults (Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Stages in tectonic evolution of the BRMCC as described by Mueller et al. (2012).
See text for details. PDF is Porcupine Destor Fault zone; CLLF is Cardillac Larder Lake
Fault zone.
In summary, the geometry of the BRMCC is developed though three tectonic processes:
1) a gravitation (vertical) tectonic environment; 2) a compressional tectonic environment
and 3) an extensional tectonic environment. Events (2) and (3) are thought to be related
to large-scale Archean subduction related tectonics as suggested for the Abitibi greenstone
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belt (Mueller et al., 2012).

2.1.4

Pontiac subprovince

The MT modelling and inversion covers the northern part of the late Archean Pontiac
subprovince Frieman et al. (2017), which is a metasedimentary granitoid-gneiss terrane (Feng
and Kerrich, 1992a). The CLLF marks the boundary between the Pontiac subprovince in
the north and the Abitibi subprovince in the south. The south eastern margin is marked
by the Greenville front. The metasedimentary sequence is intruded by felsic to mafic rocks
that structurally record atleast two deformation events (Piette-Lauzière et al., 2019). The
Pontiac subprovince has been interpreted using different tectonic models including but not
limited to 1) accretionary prism by Frieman et al. (2017), 2) a rifted ribbon continent above
mantle upwelling zone by Bédard (2018) and 3) rifted micro-continent by Feng and Kerrich
(1992b).

2.1.5

Local Geology around the Seismic transect

The seismic transect is bound by the two major fault zone; the PDF to the north and
the CLLF several kilometers to the south. It begin in the south on the Powell pluton and
intersects the ∼70◦ trending faults, as well as all the other fault zones in the area almost at
right angles. It also intersects the edges of the Dufault and Flavrian plutons. The majority
of the transect lies on the metavolcanic rocks to the north.
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Figure 2.6: Local geology map showing the seismic transect relative the the faults in the
area as well as the geology
The transect further straddles the Noranda formation in the south, transitions to the
Duprat Montbray formation in the north. The last segment of the line straddles the Noranda
formation again in the north (Gibson et al., 2007).
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Chapter 3 Methods
Hard rock environments, for example, the Abitibi greenstone belt typically comprise
complex geological features such as dyke swarms, severe faulting and folding. This causes
challenges in processing and interpretation of geophysical data (seismic and MT). Therefore,
special measures are required to be applied in order to obtain as much information as possible
from the data, especially the seismic reflection data. In this thesis, the seismic data is
enhanced using various methods described in section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. The seismic data is
integrated with MT and gravity data in order to understand the crustal architecture through
the various geophysical datasets.

3.1
3.1.1

Seismic reflection data
Introduction to the seismic reflection method

The seismic reflection method is one of the geophysical methods used for oil and gas as
well as mineral exploration at various scales (from regional to high-resolution mine scale).
The seismic reflection method is based on the principles of wave propagation through the
subsurface. The waves are produced by a source (vibroseis, air gun, explosives, etc) from
the surface (in the case of land seismic) and propagate through the subsurface. The waves
are then recorded by a receiver (known as a geophone) on the surface that detects any
deformation of the wave-field that occur in the subsurface (Dentith and Mudge, 2014). The
receiver measures as a function of two-way travel time (TWT) of the wave from the surface
source location through the subsurface formation and after reflection back to the surface
receiver location (Figure 3.1). The waves in the seismic reflection method are finite wavelets
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containing multiple frequencies over a finite bandwith (Dentith and Mudge, 2014).

Figure 3.1: An example of a seismic reflection survey showing the propagation of seismic
waves (ray paths) from the source, through the subsurface to the receiver on the surface.
The distance between the source and the receiver (x) is known as an offset. A reflection at
interface 3 is caused by a difference in the physical properties of the subsurface (density and
velocity). For horizontal layers the reflection occurs at the mid-point between the source
and receiver.
There are three main stages in a reflection seismology survey, namely: acquisition, processing and interpretation. The enhancement of the signal and manipulation of the data to
look like a geological section is known as seismic processing. This project focuses more on
the interpretation part, however, it is important to understand acquisition parameters and
geometry of the survey as well as the steps involved in the processing of the data.

3.1.2

Acquisition and Processing of the ME’s Seismic
Reflection Data

ME acquired three sets of seismic data for each transect namely; full-waveform (designed
specifically for full-waveform inversions), high-resolution and regional data sets. This thesis
focuses on the regional data set. Parts of the regional Rouyn-Noranda seismic profile overlaps
with the Lithosphere AG-21 transect in the Blake River Group.
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3.1.2.1

Acquisition

The acquisition of hard rock seismic data is often compromised due to limited access to
desired acquisition traverses. Acquisition is often constrained to follow existing roads and
permission in some areas. In this case, the acquisition of ME’s Rouyn-Noranda transect was
constrained to follow existing roads resulting in a crooked line geometry. The acquisition
of the data was done using a controlled-source Vibroseis system as a controlled source. An
array of four Vibroseis trucks were used to produce seismic energy with a linear sweep of 2-96
Hz that was repeated four times at each source location at source spacing of 50 m intervals
(Naghizadeh et al., 2019). SG-5 vertical component geophones with a natural frequency of
5 Hz spaced at intervals of 25 m were used as receivers.
Table 3.1: Comparison between ME and Lithoprobe acquisition parameters.
Acquisition parameter
Record Length
Sample Rate
Source
Geophones
Source Interval
Receiver Interval
Spread

Metal Earth’s
Rouyn-Noranda transect
12 s
2 ms
Vibroseis (4 Vibes; 2-96 Hz linear sweep)
5 Hz Vertical component;
Single phone; nodal
50 m (4 sweeps)
25 m
15 km-0-15 km

Lithoprobe AG-21
18 s
4 ms
Mertz-18 (4 Vibes; 10-56 Hz linear sweep)
14 Hz; 9 over 50 m
100 m (8 sweeps)
50 m
8.1 km-0-8.1 km

The ME’s Rouyn-Noranda seismic data provides a wider bandwidth seismic signal as
compared to the legacy Lithoprobe data set, which was designed to see deeper. (see Table
3.1). This is due to improvements in the acquisition technology and equipment as well as
survey design.
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3.1.2.2

Processing

ME seismic data were processed by Absolute Imaging Inc, using PROMAX software
package. The steps included from field-data reformat and geometry to generating pre-stack
and post-stack time migrated (Dentith and Mudge, 2014) seismic sections.
Field data and Geometry
Since the seismic survey was regarded as a wide-angle survey, long offsets were used and
were found to be problematic for common mid-point (CMP) binning due to scattering of the
CMP locations around the crooked-line geometry corrections. As such, maximum offset was
constrained from 0 to 15 km. A slalom line binning was found appropriate rather than the
normal straight line binning.
Amplitude Recovery
Due to wavefront spreading and attenuation, amplitude energy is lost and requires to
be gained for proper processing and visualization. A gain correction was performed by
applying an amplitude adjustment using a gain function defined by time raised to a power
as: g(t) = t1.5 to increase the reduced amplitudes.
Random and Coherent Noise Attenuation
Seismic data comprise variable types of noise depending on survey conditions. These can
be shot generated (surface waves, converted waves, refracted waves [first breaks]), externally
generated (power line interference [harmonic noise]) and receiver generated (bad coupling
or noise burst, such as wind noise). All these types of noise masks the signal of interest
(reflected wave signal) and appropriate noise attenuation techniques are needed to remove
the above mentioned noise such that the reflected wave signals remain dominant. Timefrequency domain attenuation of erratic and linear noise was applied to the data in order to
get rid of the undesired signals. A 60 Hz harmonic noise was found evident in the data set and
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was successfully removed using a few number of iterations of a harmonic noise suppression
algorithm. Non-sweep anomalous frequencies were filtered using a frequency-domain filtering
technique to achieve a consistent amplitude range in the whole data set.
Surface Consistent Deconvolution
Seismic trace is the result of the convolution of the source signal with response some
frequencies being attenuated as the wave propagates through the ground and others by the
finite bandwidth of the instruments. These attenuation effects are removed by deconvolution
to obtain a best representation of subsurface reflectivity and resolution (Yilmaz, 2001). Processing of ME seismic data employed surface-consistent deconvolution which operates in the
assumption that the seismic wavelet can be split into its source, receiver, offset and common
depth point (CDP) components. However, only the shot, receiver and CDP were applied in
the deconvolution process.
Elevation, Refraction and Static Corrections
Near-surface rock assemblages are usually characterized by low-velocity unconsolidated
material and weathered lithologies which cause near-surface travel-time irregularities that
distort the continuity of primary reflections (Yilmaz, 2001; Naghizadeh et al., 2019). The
elevation and refraction statics procedure aims to determine reflection travel times which
would be observed when the source and receivers were at the same elevation for the entire
traverse. ME seismic processing utilized p-wave first-break refraction tomography, a replacement velocity of 5600 m/s and a flat datum of 500 m below the undesired near-surface
geological material for the final refraction and elevation statics, respectively.
Velocity Analysis, Move-out and Mute
Generally, there is a delay in reflection travel time due to an increased distance between
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the source and the receiver (offset). A basic reflection travel time is given by:

t2 = t20 +

x2
,
2
Vrms

(3.1)

where t is the recorded travel time at offset x, and t0 is the time at zero-offset. Vrms is root
mean square velocity which is used in the normal move-out correction (NMO) correction (or
dip-move-out correction) as well as stacking of seismic data (Yilmaz, 2001). The process of
determining this velocity, known as velocity analysis, typically involves some sophisticated
techniques to estimate an accurate velocity model for further processing. ME processing used
a combination of velocity analysis techniques, namely, semblance, super- gather, velocity
function stacks and dynamic stacks. Naghizadeh et al. (2019) provides a full description on
the different techniques of velocity analysis as applied to ME seismic data. A time offset
mute was applied interactively during the velocity analysis to reduce the noise this process
might introduce.
Post-Stack Kirchhoff Migration
In order to enhance coherent seismic events, post-stack processing was undertaken by applying a limited aperture Tau-P transform to the final stacked section.
Summary
Lithoprobe AG-21 was reprocessed by Dumas (1997) and resulted in a reasonable section,
however, the ME acquisition and processing provide a more detailed section (see Figure 3.2).
The major crustal reflections are observed in both sections, giving confidence in the true
occurrence of structures along the transect.
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Figure 3.2: Overlapped portions of Lithoprobe AG-21 (left) and ME’s Rouyn- Noranda
(right) transects in the Blake River Group. It can be noted that the reflections in the ME’s
data are more sharper and enhanced (with Tau-P) compared to the Lithoprobe’s AG-21.

3.1.3

Enhancement of the ME’s Seismic Reflection Data

3.1.3.1

Curvelet enhancement

The curvelet transform is a mathematical transforms that is multiscale, multidirectional
and localized; it is applied to attenuate coherent and random noise during seismic data
processing as well as seismic data reconstruction (Hennenfent et al., 2010; Naghizadeh and
Sacchi, 2018). To these capabilities mean that the transform is widely used to enhance seismic
data from hard rock environments to increase interpretation ability (Kumar et al., 2011;
Górszczyk et al., 2014, 2015; Shi and Milkereit, 2015) Curvelet de-noising is applied to 2-D or
3-D seismic data (pre-stack or post-stack). In this thesis, the method is applied to 2-D post-
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stack data prior to interpretation. The curvelet transform was originally developed transform
to overcome the limitations of wavelet transform which suffers the expression of lines and
curves (directionality) from seismic amplitude data (Zhang et al., 2009). When seismic data
is transformed into curvelet domain, it can be manipulated according to specific variables
that describe a single curvelet (direction (θ), position (x), frequency (f ) and scale (s)) to get a
better image than other filtering methods e.g., methods based on Fourier, wavelet transforms;
Zhang et al., 2009). The aim of the curvelet transform is to identify the contribution from
each point within the seismic data in time-space (t−x) domain and map them to isolated
directional windows in the frequency-wavenumber (f −k) domain (Naghizadeh and Sacchi,
2010). It represents n-dimensional seismic data, g, (with n ≥ 2) using linear, weighted
combinations of curvelets (Cl ) as described by the following equation after Neelamani et al.
(2008):
g(a1 , a2 , ...an ) =

X

λl × C(a1 , a2 , ..., an )

(3.2)

l

where λl are the curvelet coefficient of the data and a1 , a2 , ..., an are the curvelet parameters
of the data.
The isolation of the seismic signal is performed in the f − k domain through windowing
for the curvelet transform in order to decompose the seismic data into different curvelet
parameters ((tiling in the frequency domain; Naghizadeh and Sacchi, 2010)). The decomposition is achieved via ’wrapping’ technique as developed by the authors of CurveLab (Candes
et al., 2006). Figure 3.3c shows a schematic example of windowing or tiling in the f − k
domain with the curvelet grid. The curvelet scales are shown from the inner square to the
outer square, which makes 5 curvelet scales that are centred around the point f = 0 and
k = 0. The scales are consequently divided into angular wedges of parabolic nature. Due
to the parabolic nature, the number of angular wedges doubles for each subsequent scale,
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causing the directionality of the curvelets inside wedges to increase with increasing scale, as
such, the curvelets within scale 1 have no direction (Naghizadeh and Sacchi, 2018).

Figure 3.3: A simple presentation of three curvelets in t − x domain (a) and f − k domain
(b). The three curvelets have parameters as indicated on the diagram. It is important to
note that the orientation of the curvelets are orthogonal to each other in the t − x domain
and the f − x domain respectively. (c) An example of curvelet tiling in 2-D frequency plane,
the scales are indicated by numbers 1 to 5. The portion shaded in green represents a ”wedge”
as described in the text.
The crustal reflection data contains a large variety of reflections some of which may be
noise and may hinder identification of the main reflections that we desire to see from the
data. In this study, the discreet curvelet transform via is adopted to filter out incoherent
reflections which are generally scattered and lack lateral continuity in order to preserve
coherent reflections that gives insights about the regional structural architecture of the crust.
The method is applied by treating the seismic data as an image, for efficient decomposition
of the events into linear, weighted combination of curvelets of different parameters, such as
those shown in Figure 3.3. In this case, the undesired reflections map into relatively small
parameters in the curvelet domain, giving an opportunity to remove them without affecting the desired reflections. A summary of the curvelet enhancement procedure is explained
in the following steps:
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(i) Take the forward discreet curvelet transform to map the data into curvelet domain in
order to obtain curvelet parameters;
(ii) An analysis of the curvelet parameters for identification of undesired data;
(iii) Thresholding the undesired data and setting the parameters governing the undesired
data to zero;
(iv) Take the inverse discreet curvelet transform to obtain the enhanced reconstruction of
the original image.
The curvelet filtering process in this work is not scale-dependent, but depends on a
threshold level for all the curvelet parameters, referred to as global thresholding. The reason
for choosing this type of filtering is because we are interested in both sub-parallel reflections
that define crustal boundaries and also to target major breaks in deep crustal reflections
that may be related the regional structures of the area. Different threshold values have
been tested in order to obtain a desired section. Figure 3.4 to 3.5 show the original seismic
section with all the reflections present and the curvelet enhanced versions, respectively. It
can be seen at a glance that reflection continuity observed in the curvelet enhanced versions
is pronounced as compared to the original section. Figure 3.6 shows a comparison of the
seismic data in f −k domain to distinguish between the original data and the curvelet filtered
data in terms of frequency and wavenumber.
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Figure 3.4: Original seismic reflection profile before curvelet filtering.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Curvelet enhanced section at a global threshold of 0.0005%. This is a heavily
filtered version and most of the seismic data have been filtered out, preserving only the
strong reflections. (b) Curvelet enhanced section at a global threshold of 0.0001%. This is
a preferred version as more seismic reflection features are preserved for the purposes of this
study.

Figure 3.6: Representation of the seismic data in the f − k domain for original section (a),
heavily filtered section (b) and the moderately filtered section (c)

3.1.3.2

Seismic attributes

Seismic attributes can be described as any quantitative information that can be derived
from seismic data to give a seismic property of interest (Chopra and Marfurt, 2005). Seismic
attributes are invaluable and form an integral part of seismic interpretation. They have
been primarily developed for and used in hydrocarbon exploration. As the seismic reflection
method has gradually make its way to mineral exploration in hard rock environments, some
attributes that were primarily used in hydrocarbon exploration are applied to hard rock
seismic data. In this thesis, selected attributes from dGB Earth Science (OpendTect Software
package) are used to enhance the data. Attributes are classified into five domains (Figure
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3.7) based on the information extracted from by seismic data (time, amplitude, frequency,
attenuation and texture) (Brown, 2001; Chopra and Alexeev, 2006). The application of
seismic attributes provide the opportunity to view information within the seismic data in
different ways. Kalkomey (1997) and Chopra and Marfurt (2005) noted that attributes
should be used to interpret physical properties and features of interest in order to avoid false
or biased correlations. In this thesis, attributes that highlight reflector strength, reflector
continuity were found the most appropriate to use for interpretation of hard rock seismic
data, and all the attributes used are calculated from post-stack seismic data after curvelet
enhancement . The following section discuss properties of the selected attributes used in this
thesis.

Figure 3.7: Classification of seismic attributes by Brown (2001). Note that the attributes
can be applied to either 2-D and/or 3-D datasets, while the horizon attributes can only be
applied to 3-D datasets.
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3.1.3.3

Instantaneous Attributes

Instantaneous attributes are seismic attributes obtained by computation through complex trace analysis of the seismic data. Taner et al. (1979) introduced complex trace analysis
of seismic data by applying the Hilbert transform (iH(t)), which allowed decomposition of
seismic data into separable instantaneous amplitude and phase components. The Hilbert
transform transforms the original seismic trace (s(t); Equation 3.3) by applying a 90◦ phase
shift to negative frequencies and −90◦ to positive frequencies. The original seismic signal and
the Hilbert transformed signal becomes the real and imaginary parts of a complex seismic
trace (c(t); Equation 3.4) with twofold positive frequency content, from which most of the
known seismic attributes are calculated (Barnes, 2007)

s(t) = A(t)cos(φ(t));

(3.3)

c(t) = s(t) + iH(t);

(3.4)

where A(t) is the amplitude of the seismic signal.
Important reflection characters such as reflector strength and reflector continuity can
be obtained from these attributes, as such, subsurface delineation of structures (in particular,
faults) can be done with a higher confidence level than when working on the original seismic
section. In this study, the data is enhanced through an attribute known as pseudo-relief. The
computation of the attribute is similar to an instantaneous attribute, with a slight difference
that the Hilbert transform is applied to the root mean square (RMS) amplitude of each trace
in the data or alternatively, the absolute value of each trace in the data in a moving window,
respectively (Dantas and Porsani, 2017). Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of the original data
and the data after pseudo-relief attribute is applied, both shown in grey scales to facilitate
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comparison.
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Figure 3.8: Representation of the curvelet filtered section shown in Figure 3.5 (top) with the
pseudo relief attribute applied (bottom). The reflections are more pronounced, providing a
better opportunity to interpret the data.

3.2

Gravity data
Two sets of 3-D density models were utilized in this study; a constrained density model

and an unconstrained density model, both at regional scale. The constrained gravity model
was obtained and modified from Boulanger and Chouteau (2001) by improving the resolution
by interpolating the cube so the samples are spaced 250 m, 250 m and 125 m in the x, y and
z directions, respectively. The interpolation technique used is the Cubic spline algorithm in
MATLAB. The original sampling was 1 km by 1 km in all directions (x, y and z). The model
covers approximately 78% of the seismic line and extends to 10 km in depth (see black box
Figure 3.9). This forms a high-resolution model that is integrated with seismic and MT data
to understand the structure of the upper crust.

Figure 3.9: Location of the area covered by the constrained 3-D density model shown by the
black box in the BRG with reference to the seismic profile.
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A 2-D density profile is extracted from the 3-D model in order to overlay on the seismic
section. The unconstrained regional gravity model obtained from the Geological Survey of
Canada (GSC) is coarse, designed for large scale regional structural characterization. It
covers a wide range area including the Abitibi and Pontiac subprovinces with depth greater
than 50 km. Figure 3.10 shows the extracted 2-D profiles along the seismic profile for both
the constrained and unconstrained density models.

Figure 3.10: 2-D density profiles for regional (top) and the high-resolution model (bottom)
extracted from 3-D models. Note that the high-resolution profile shows in detail the top
10 km and the coarse regional profile is shown to 36 km depth and is relatively sparse and
shows little to no variations in density. The combination of the two profiles provide a full
understanding on the density structure along the transect.
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Chapter 4 MT Analysis and Inversion
4.1

Background of the MT method
The MT method is a passive geophysical electromagnetic (EM) method used for the

investigation of electrical conductivity/resistivity structure of the Earth’s subsurface at various scales. The EM sources are naturally occurring geomagnetic variations (Simpson and
Bahr, 2005). These variations are the primary EM fields that penetrate and induce secondary
electric (E) and magnetic (B) fields in the Earth. The induced EM fields are recorded in orthogonal directions on the Earth’s surface from which apparent resistivity can be determined
as a function of period. The natural EM fields originate from two main sources. First, from
world-wide thunder and lightning activity which generates high frequency EM waves (> 1
Hz). Second, from the interaction between the Earth’s magnetic field and the solar wind.
These generates low frequency EM waves (< 1 Hz) (Vozoff, 1991).
In the MT method, the physical property of interest is electrical conductivity/resistivity
of the subsurface structures (Palacky, 1988), as such, the method is sensitive to sources of
enhanced conductivity in the Earth. There are several sources of enhanced conductivity
including fluids, graphite, metallic oxides and sulphides. Fluids contained in near-surface,
crustal rocks are found to be excellent conductors, as well as graphite and metallic mineral deposits (Telford et al., 1990; Jödicke, 1992). Partial melts, aqueous fluids, graphite, sulphides
and interconnected grains of oxides are mentioned as the enhanced sources of conductivity
in the mid-to-lower crust (Jödicke, 1992; Li et al., 2003; Bedrosian, 2007).
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4.1.1

Basic Principles of MT method

The physics behind the formulation of EM waves propagating through the Earth in
relation to Earth’s resistivity distribution is described by Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism. These are partial differential equations that describe the interaction of electric and
magnetic fields in a polarisable and magnetizable medium devoid of magnetic and electric
sources (Simpson and Bahr, 2005; Chave and Jones, 2012). Maxwell’s equations can be
expressed as:

∇×E=−

∂B
,
∂t

(Faraday’s Law)

(Gauss’ Law of Magnetism) (4.2)

∇· B = 0,
∇×H=J+

(4.1)

∂D
,
∂t

(Ampere’s Law)

(4.3)

(Gauss’ Law of Electricity) (4.4)

∇· D = ρv ,

where E denotes the electric field (in V/m), B is magnetic induction (in T), H is the magnetic field (in A/m2 ), J is the current density (in A/m) and D is the electric displacement
(in C·m−2 ) and ρv is the electric charge density (in C·m−3 ). Furthermore, the vectorial quantities of Maxwell’s equations in an isotropic linear medium are related through constitutive
relationships as:

J = σE,

(4.5)

D = εE,

(4.6)

B = µH

(4.7)
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where σ, ε and µ are electrical conductivity (reciprocal of resistivity, σ = 1/ρ), dielectric
permittivity and magnetic permittivity of the medium, respectively. These are scalar quantities that describe the intrinsic properties of the medium through which EM fields propagate
(Simpson and Bahr, 2005). Using equations 4.5, Maxwell’s equations can be expressed explicitly in terms of magnetic and electric fields as:

∇×E=−

∂B
,
∂t

(4.8)
(4.9)

∇· B = 0,
∇ × B = µσE + µε
∇· E =

4.1.2

ρv
ε

∂E
,
∂t

(4.10)
(4.11)

MT transfer functions

MT transfer function are defined as a function that describes the relationship between
the recorded EM fields at a given frequency. The transfer function is dependent on the
electrical resistivity properties of the medium rather than the EM energy (Simpson and
Bahr, 2005). The MT transfer functions are the impedance tensor and the induction vectors
(also known as Tipper).
4.1.2.1

Impedance Tensor

The MT impedance tensor Z (in mV/T) is the ratio between the orthogonal horizontal
components of electric and magnetic fields (Simpson and Bahr, 2005). The relation between
the impedance tensor and the horizontal EM fields in a general 3-D earth is given by:

E = ZH,

(4.12)
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x, y and z are Cartesian coordinates, with x, y representing horizontal directions and z
representing positive downwards (depth).

In a 2-D earth, the diagonal elements of the

impedance tensor are zero (i.e., Zxx = Zyy = 0), so the resistivity varies with depth and
horizontal direction (x or y). Therefore, in a 2-D case, the impedance tensor simplifies to:




 0 Zxy 
Z=
,
Zyx 0

(4.13)

where one of the horizontal directions (x or y) is aligned in a particular direction known
as the MT strike direction which will be briefly discussed in the next section. Since the
impedance tensor is a complex tensor, its terms have magnitude and phase.
4.1.2.2

Induction Vectors

The geomagnetic transfer function (tipper or induction vector) describes the complex
ratio of horizontal to vertical components of magnetic fields (Simpson and Bahr, 2005) and
it is defined by:

Hz = Tx Ty



 
Hx 
 
Hy

(4.14)

Induction arrows are complex and are dimensionless (Simpson and Bahr, 2005). They
are mainly plotted in two convention modes, namely the Parkinson and the Weise conventions
(Parkinson, 1959; Wiese, 1962) to infer lateral conductivity variations in the survey area.
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The Parkinson convention represents induction arrows that point towards good electrical
conductors and the Weise convention describes the induction arrows that point away from
the conductor (Lilley and Arora, 1982; Pous et al., 2011).
4.1.2.3

Apparent Resistivity and Phase

Apparent resistivity is an average resistivity for the volume of the Earth calculated
from time varying EM fields as a function of period (Simpson and Bahr, 2005). It is related
to MT impedance components by:

ρa =

1
|Zxy |2
ωµ

(4.15)

where ω is the angular frequency of the signal.
Impedance phase is the phase shift between the electric and magnetic field components
of the EM signals, given by:
−1

φ = tan



ImZxy
ReZxy


.

(4.16)

Interpretation of the impedance phase provide insights into the electrical conductivity/resistivity variations in the Earth. For instance, in a layered Earth, when the impedance
phase increases beyond 45◦ generally implies that resistivity is decreasing with depth and
when the impedance phase decreases below 45◦ implies that resistivity increases with depth
(Vozoff, 1991).
4.1.2.4

Skin depth

The depth of investigation of an MT survey is dependent on the frequency content of
the signal as well as the general conductivity distribution in the Earth and can be quantified
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by a parameter called the skin depth, which describes the attenuation of EM waves over a
certain depth from the surface. Skin depth is defined by:
r
δ(ω) =

2
,
µσω

(4.17)

where µ is the magnetic susceptibility and σ is the conductivity of the ground. At the skin
depth, the magnitude of the field have dropped off to 1/e (≈ 37%) of initial value at the
surface (Simpson and Bahr, 2005; Chave and Jones, 2012).

4.1.3

Dimensionality

The Earth’s resistivity structure can be represented in 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D, depending
on the geological complexity and spatial distribution of conductivity (Simpson and Bahr,
2005). In 1-D, the conductivity varies only with depth (z), in 2-D, the conductivity varies
with depth (z) and one horizontal direction (x or y) and in 3-D, the conductivity varies
in all directions (x, y and z). This thesis focuses on analysis, 2-D modelling and inversion.
Vozoff (1991); Simpson and Bahr (2005); Chave and Jones (2012) describes in detail the MT
dimensionality models.
4.1.3.1

2-D Earth

In a 2-D Earth, the conductivity varies with depth (z) and one horizontal direction (x)
while it remains constant in the other horizontal direction (y) regarded as the geoelectric
strike direction (Simpson and Bahr, 2005). In 2-D, the Maxwell’s equations that govern the
MT method decouple into two modes, namely the transverse electric (TE) and transverse
magnetic (TM) modes and the impedance tensor (Z) simplifies to that described in Equation
4.13. The TM mode relates to the B-polarization of the transverse EM waves, while the
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TE mode relates to E-polarization of longitudinal EM waves (Berdichevsky et al., 1998).
The current flows across structures in TM mode and flows along structures in TE mode
(Berdichevsky et al., 1998).

4.1.4

Distortion Effects

Distortions are the perturbations of MT impedance tensor by heterogeneous conductivity anomalies that have inductive or galvanic effects caused by the telluric field (Berdichevsky,
1976; Stephen et al., 2003; Jones, 2012). The inductive effects (regional structure) are of MT
interest because they provide crustal conductivity structure. Galvanic effects (non-inductive;
local structures) occur due to small scale near-surface heterogeneities lying smaller the than
high-frequency skin depth and these heterogeneities typically distort and mask the regional
response. The cause of the galvanic distortion is due to accumulation of electric charges along
the edges of the near-surface heterogeneous geological assemblages (shaded objects in Figure
4.1). These usually cause a constant vertical shift in apparent resistivity curves derived from
the MT responses, known as static shift which often result in problematic interpretation of
MT data (Stephen et al., 2003).
Since the galvanic distortion complicates the interpretation of the MT responses, it
is important to separate it from the regional MT response. The separation of galvanic
distortion from MT impedance tensor have been studied in detail and a number of methods
have been developed to deal with this effect (several methods are described in Berdichevsky
and Dmitriev (2010)). This thesis focuses on the Groom and Bailey tensor decomposition
method (Groom and Bailey, 1989).
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Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of distortion effects showing 3D regional conductivity
structure overlaid by 3-D near-surface conductive heterogeneities (after Thiel, 2008).

4.1.4.1

Groom-Bailey Tensor Decomposition Method

The Groom-Bailey tensor decomposition is a widely used method for removal of 2-D or
3-D galvanic effects from regional 2-D inductive effects (assuming that the regional structure
is 2-D in nature) and determination of the regional geoelectric strike direction from MT data
(Groom and Bailey, 1989). Using the y-axis as the geoelectric strike direction of the regional
structure, the distortion tensor [D] can be expressed as a product of real-valued scalar g and
real-valued tensors [T], [S] and [A]:

D = g[T][S][A]

(4.18)

where T, S and A are are the Groom-Bailey decomposition tensors, namely, Twist, Shear
and Anisotropy tensors, respectively, and g is a constant scaling factor called the site gain.
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The decomposition tensors are written as:


1 −t
[T] = NT 
;
t 1





1 s 
[S] = NS 
;
s 1





0 
1 + b
[A] = NA 

0
1−b

and

NT = √

1
;
1 + t2

1
NS = √
;
1 + s2

1
NA = √
1 + b2

where the normalizing terms t, s and b are the twist, shear and anisotropy operators, respectively. The above formulation is adapted from Groom and Bailey (1989) and Berdichevsky
and Dmitriev (2010). The Groom-Bailey method uses least-squares fitting to the measured
MT impedance components and allows for statistical evaluation of the optimal model parameters. The site gain and the anisotropy parameter cannot be obtained separately during the
decomposition process, and hence are incorporated into the regional impedance and bring
about the static shift in MT responses (Groom and Bailey, 1989). It is important to mention
that static shift is not only caused by anisotropy and site gain, but also the 2-D topography
that causes what is known as the galvanic-topographic effects (Jiracek, 1990).
The Groom-Bailey tensor decomposition analysis is a single-site multi-frequency analysis and was extended by McNeice and Jones (2001) to multi-site multi-frequency tensor
decomposition strategy, which provide more stable analysis for regional strike direction in
2-D MT modelling. In this method, the shear and twist parameters are independent of the
site, while the strike is site dependent.
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4.1.5

Overview of MT inversion

The MT inverse problem falls under the category of non-linear inverse problems that
are considered to be ill-posed. In inverse modelling, the subsurface model parameters, m
(resistivity values in this case) are set to an initial value and then compared with observed
data and adjusted such that the computed data is as close as possible to the observed data. As
such, MT inverse problems employ iterative methods in order to reduce the misfit functional,
φ between the observed (d) and the computed (G(m)) responses (Rodi and Mackie, 2012;
Menke, 2018). The misfit function is defined with Least-Squares L2 norm as:

φ(m,d) = ||d − Gm||2 .

(4.19)

Generally in geophysical data sets, some data points are more accurate than others. In
order to reduce the effects of erratic data to good data in the final inversion results, weighting
factors are introduced to Equation 4.19 such that it becomes

φW (m,d) = ||W(d − Gm)||2 ,

(4.20)

where W is an N × N dimensional data weighting matrix which weighs the data according
to their error (Candansayar, 2008). N is the number of data
Most inverse problems are associated with non-uniqueness, to overcome non-uniqueness
of inverse solution, more regularization constraints are added to the equation to be minimized
(Equation 4.20; e.g., smoothing and stabilizing functionals; Candansayar, 2008) such that
we have
J = φW (m,d) = ||W(d − Gm)||2 + τ ||δm||2 ,

(4.21)
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where τ is called a trade off parameter between the data misfit and the model smoothness/roughness and δm is the smoothing operator, δ applied to the model vector m. To
obtain a model that is of acceptable smoothness and misfit, a plot of model smoothness
versus the data misfit (called the L curve because the shape of the curve approximates that
of letter L) is generally required. The best model is generally found emprically to be on the
point that is the "knee" of the L curve (Hansen and O’Leary, 1993).

4.1.6

2-D inversion

In 2-D inversion, the two components of the impedance tensor (TE mode and TM
mode) as well as the tipper response are inverted. All of the mentioned components have
important contribution towards the final 2-D resistivity model. The TM mode provides
sensitivities to near-surface structures, while the TE mode provides sensitivities to deeper
structures (Berdichevsky et al., 1998). In addition, the TE mode is sensitive to conductive
regions that are along strike, while the TM mode is sensitive to interfaces between regions
of different resistivity (Vozoff, 1991). Thus, inverting for both the TM and the TE mode as
well as the Tipper function can provide a better 2-D resistivity model.
Non-Linear Conjugate Gradient (NLCG) algorithm developed by Rodi and Mackie
(2001) and implemented in WinGLink software package is used for 2-D inversion for this
study. The method uses the finite difference approach for forward modelling of the governing
Maxwell’s Equations of EM. The inversion uses Tikhonov regularization to both minimize
the misfit functional and produce smooth models. Several other 2-D inversion codes (e.g.,
Occam 2-D by deGroot Hedlin and Constable, 1990) are described in the literature and
summarized in Chave and Jones (2012).
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4.1.7

3-D inversion

3-D inversion of MT data is the preferred method for imaging MT data. This is
because most geological environments are complex and 2-D procedures are inadequate for
imaging such environments. In 3-D inversion, all components of the impedance tensor as
well as the tipper can be inverted. Thus, it has the potential to bring about the most
accurate models. Many algorithms for 3-D inversions have been developed of which most of
them are commercial. Siripunvaraporn et al. (2005) introduced a 3-D inversion algorithm to
the academic community. The Modular Electromagnetic Modeling and Inversion (ModEM)
program Kelbert et al. (2014); Egbert and Kelbert (2012) is the current most widely used
algorithm for modelling and 3-D inversion of MT data and it is available to the academic
community.

4.2

2-D MT modelling and inversion of 3-D structures
In practical situations, MT data are often acquired in geological areas of complex

geology with 3-D conductivity structures. Although 3-D inversion of MT data is becoming a
common approach, 2-D approaches still provide useful information. However, it is important
to understand the pitfalls of modelling 3-D structures in 2-D. Ledo et al. (2002) describes
the advantages and limitations of this problem through synthetic responses of 3-D MT data.
From their study, all the main structures along profile were able to be imaged using the 2-D
approach (with galvanic distortion removed prior to modelling) using both the TE and the
TM modes. However, larger data misfit in some models reduced confidence in the imaged
structures. The geological scale of the target structure should be greater than about one
half of the skin depth in order to be properly imaged in 2-D approaches. For crustal scale
studies, the goal is to determine a 2-D model that is minimally affected by the presence of
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intermediate scale 3-D structures (Ledo, 2005). It is worth noting that 2-D interpretation of
3-D MT data is mostly an approximations. Such interpretations can be constrained by other
compatible geophysical methods (e.g., seismic and gravity) to bring a more robust geological
interpretations.

4.3

Analysis and Inversion of ME MT Data

4.3.1

The Data

Broadband MT data were acquired at 15 sites along the seismic transect at station
intervals of ∼5 km (Figure 4.2). The data consists of MT impedance and induction arrow
responses for the period range 3.125×10−3 to 1000 s. The data are of different quality at
each site, ranging from good to poor at some period bands per site. The data was initially
edited and data points with long error bars (which generally means poor data) were removed
(masked) prior to analysis. Most of the sites exhibited a consistent poor data quality at
period range 1 − 10 s, which may be data representing mid crustal depth ranges. As such,
they were carefully edited to avoid loss of information at this period range.
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Figure 4.2: Geological Map of the Blake River Group and Pontiac subprovince (south)
showing the location of MT sites along the seismic transect. The five sites on the south are
located in the Pontiac Subprovince.

4.3.2

Data Analysis

4.3.3

Dimensionality

Prior to modelling of the MT data, it is important to analyze the dimensionality of the
data to fully understand the geo-electric structure of the subsurface as represented by the
data, and help determine the best inversion approach. The dimensionality of the data was
analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively using phase tensor approach.
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4.3.3.1

Phase Tensor Analysis

The phase tensor method was chosen because it is not affected by the local 3-D heterogeneous effects a of galvanic nature (Caldwell et al., 2004). The phase tensor was plotted
using MTpy toolbox (Krieger and Peacock, 2014; Kirkby et al., 2019) and checked with
MTMAP (by Alan Jones) for consistency. Both programs calculate and plot the phase tensor based on the procedure documented by Caldwell et al. (2004) and Bibby et al. (2005).
MTMAP also has the ability to plot phase tensor at specific periods and depth (based on
Nibblet-Bostick depth approximation); however MTpy only plots phase tensor at specific
periods. The phase tensor at a particular period plotted by both programs gives the same
result. Therefore, only plots generated from MTpy are presented here. Figure 4.3 shows
plots of phase tensor maps at different periods for the sites in the study area.
For most periods, the spatial orientation of the phase tensor ellipse is non-uniform
(though a few sites show uniformity in the spatial orientation). This implies that the electrical conductivity structure in the area is complex, and the medium contains 2-D and 3-D
structures. Caldwell et al. (2004); Booker (2014) noted that if the phase tensor skew (β) is
small (β < 3◦ ), it implies that the conductivity structure is 2-D. Most of the phase tensors
in this study have skew angles of range −5◦ < β < 5◦ . Following the argument of Dehkordi
et al. (2019) and Booker (2014), the limit for 2-D structure is pushed to |β < 5| for this study
(Figure 4.4). Larger skew angles (β > 5◦ and β < −5◦ ) indicate a 3-D structure and may
also be due to noise. At short periods (< 1 s) the phase tensor ellipses are more elliptical,
this may possibly be due to local 3-D structures. At long periods (≥ 1 s) the phase tensor
ellipses approaches a circular shape (less elliptical) which imply a possible 2-D response of
regional scale at these periods.
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Figure 4.3: Phase tensor maps for selected periods (at increasing period). The dimensionality
is related to the shape of the ellipse. Circular symbols imply 1-D responses and more elliptical
symbols imply 2-D or 3-D responses.
Figure 4.4 shows phase tensor skew values plotted at all periods for all the sites analyzed
in this study. For majority of the sites, there is a consistent "bump" in the beta values at
periods between 10−1 s and 101 s which implies a 3-D response. These periods could not
be removed from the data set as they contain significant information as this period range
which are important for detecting variations in mid-crust that we are interested in. To
further analyze if the data were suitable to be modelled in 2-D, a quantitative analysis of
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dimensionality was employed from MTpy. The dimensionality is estimated from the phase
tensor given threshold criteria on the skew angle and eccentricity following Bibby et al.
(2005) and Booker (2014). The skew and eccentricity thresholds in this study was chosen to
be 6◦ and 0.1, respectively. The algorithm returns an array of dimensions (e.g., [1 | 2 | 3])
for all periods in the analyzed MT sites.

Figure 4.4: Phase tensor skew values plotted at all periods in the data. Note the high
scattering in the beta values is due to complex geological area, with possible dominant 3-D
conductivity structure.
Figure 4.5 shows a plot of responses from this method. The MT responses were found
to be mostly 2-D and 3-D with minor 1-D responses. Since the MT response is 2-D and 3-D
at equal ratios, this indicates that the data can be adequately modelled and inverted using
2-D procedures.
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Figure 4.5: Matrix image of dimensionality showing MT responses at all the 15 sites analyzed
in the study. The ratio of 2-D to 3-D is 1:1.

4.3.3.2

Induction Arrows

The length of the induction arrows (Figure 4.6) is relatively long at short periods (≤ 1
s) and have no preferred orientation. At longer periods (> 1 s) the length of the arrows are
relatively small, and have relatively a preferred orientation (especially at periods between
10 s and 500 s) indicating that there is a common conductive feature at depth. The short
length of the induction arrows at the periods ≥ 1 s is indicative of 1-D or 2-D conductivity
structure, and conversely, the longer induction arrows at periods < 1 s are indicative of more
complex 3-D conductivity structure.
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Figure 4.6: Induction arrow responses at different periods. Real induction arrows are plotted
using the Parkinson convention (Parkinson, 1959) and are represented by the red arrows.
The blue arrows represent imaginary induction vectors.

4.3.4

Directionality: Regional Strike Direction and Decomposition

Galvanic distortion removal and determination of regional dominant strike direction
was done using STRIKE program. The strike was analyzed based on three procedures in
order to understand fully the geo-electrical structure along the transect:
i. Single-site multi-frequency analysis.
ii. Multi-site frequency-band analysis.
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iii. Multi-site multi-frequency analysis.
The analysis was done using MTpy and STRIKE programs in order to choose the best
strike direction which was used to decompose the impedance tensor. The STRIKE program
analyses strike direction of the regional impedance tensor while taking into account the
statistical realization of the errors contained in the MT data.
4.3.4.1

Single site multi-frequency analysis

Single site multi-frequency analysis determines dominant strike direction for one particular site. All the sites are characterized by different strike directions. The strike direction
is inconsistent at the majority of the sites, though the sites show predominance of strike in
N-E direction ranging from N5◦ E to N78◦ E (Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.7: Strike direction for each site using single-site multi-frequency analysis projected
on total magnetic intensity (TMI) map. The arrows point to the regional strike direction with
0◦ aligned with the geographic north arrow. The strike includes the intrinsic 90◦ ambiguity
in strike determination from MT data alone.
The major tectonic structures trend in the east-west direction, while the dominant
strike direction is in the NNE direction, aligned to local structures in the area. The inconsistency in strike direction at all the MT sites may be representative of 3-D regional
conductivity structure or due to the complex geology as well as data errors.
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4.3.4.2

Multi-site band by band analysis

Analysing strike direction at different period bands provide an insight into directonality
of the subsurface for each particular band. At short period bands (10−3 − 10−2 s and
10−2 − 10−1 s), the strike is dominantly in the NNW direction within the range of N0◦ -23◦ W.
At these ranges, the strike is considered consistent as compared to the bands with longer
periods. (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8: Strike rose plots for all stations in aggregate derived from impedance tensor.
The strike estimates are grouped by period bands for all the 7 period bands contained in the
data set.

Table 4.1: Results for impedance strike analyzed using STRIKE program. The strike direction was calculated band by band to establish consistency with analysis from MTpy.
Period band
Dominant strike direction

10−3 − 10−2 s
N64.6◦ E

10−2 − 10−1 s
N20.1◦ E

10−1 − 100 s
N88.7◦ E

100 − 101 s
N13.1◦ E

101 − 102 s
N0.1◦ E

102 − 103 s
N0.6◦ E

103 − 104 s
N10.9◦ E

The regional strike direction appears consistent by looking at the impedance strike alone
and the dominant direction is in the NNE direction, supporting the results from single strike
multi-frequency analysis. The same scenario is also observed from results from impedance
tensor obtained using the STRIKE program. Considering the 90◦ ambiguity in MT strike
determination, the impedance strike on the last two decades (100-1000 s and 1000-10000 s)
can be re-evaluated and take the perpendicular angle as the actual angle (e.g., the directions
N27.5◦ W and N47.5◦ W are consistent with the directions N62.5◦ E and N42.5◦ E, respectively)
such that all the strike directions in the regional bands are consistent (i.e., aligned in the
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NE direction) and thus, justify a 2-D modelling approach.
4.3.4.3

Multi-site multi-frequency anaysis

Multi-site multi-frequency strike analysis determines regional strike direction from all
the MT sites and frequencies in the data. Figure 4.9 presents an estimated regional strike
direction considering all the MT sites and periods. Analysis using the STRIKE program
yields regional strike direction of N13.8◦ E. Table 4.2 shows results of strike analysis. The
data are characterized by small normalized rms error (< 2). This is an indication that
the data can be interpreted using 2-D approach (Jones, 2012; Adetunji et al., 2015). The
site with large rms error (ROU004) was removed from strike analysis. Although the site
ROU013M has a relatively larger rms error (> 2), the value was still found acceptable to
proceed with strike analysis.

Figure 4.9: Strike rose plots for dominant regional strike direction from multi-site multifrequency analysis.
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Table 4.2: RMS error after strike analysis using the STRIKE toolbox and the corresponding
shear and twist values.
Site ID

RMS
error

Shear

Twist

ROU001M
ROU002M
ROU003M
ROU004L
ROU005M
ROU006M
ROU007M
ROU008MR
ROU009MR
ROU010M
ROU011M
ROU012M
ROU013M
ROU014L
ROU015L

1.2
1.5
0.8
3.1
1.3
1.0
1.4
0.9
1.8
0.2
1.4
1.9
2.2
1.0
1.3

-36.3
20.3
32.0
-0.2
-28.5
-31.9
-33.7
-39.4
2.4
-44.0
27.3
19.1
5.7
-25.4
45.0

30.6
-5.3
4.8
-20.5
-2.3
17.7
-2.9
-10.9
-12.3
4.3
-11.3
17.5
-8.7
-1.0
14.0

4.3.4.4

Regional strike direction: N15◦ E/N75◦ W

Given the above analysis, the regional strike direction of N15◦ E/N75◦ W was found
appropriate to use for distortion removal and inversion of the impedance tensor. The consistency of strike direction obtained using the two different tool boxes for analysis provide
confidence on the estimated geo-electrical strike. Galvanic distortion removal and decomposition of the data to the appropriate strike direction was performed using STRIKE program
by McNeice and Jones (2001).

4.3.5

2-D modelling and inversion

Modelling and inversion of the MT data was carried out in WinGLinK software. The
data were edited and outliers were removed. The 2-D solves for a smooth model by using the
uniform-grid Laplacian regularization and minimizing the integral of the Laplacian in order
to obtain the desired model. The initial error floors were set at 50% for apparent resistivity
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for both TE and TM modes and 25% for both the TE and TM phases. Both the TE and
TM modes were inverted for static shift. Although the Tipper data was used for analysis, it
was not included in the inversion.
Several weighting functions and regularization parameters were tested to explore for the
model that best fits to the data. Different values of horizontal smoothing operator, α, were
tested, as well as other parameters that regulate the spatial smoothing, namely horizontal
and vertical minimum block dimensions, H and V, respectively. These parameters were set
at fixed values, H = 500 and V = 500 for all the inversions. Different values of the Tikhonov
parameter, τ , which controls the trade off between rms misfit and model roughness were
explored and the optimal value was determined on the basis of the trade-off curve procedure.
A range of horizontal and vertical smoothing parameters, α and β, respectively, were explored
and optimal values were selected based on the intuitive combination that resulted in a small
rms error and a reasonable model roughness. Multiple inversions were ran separately with
different parameters to test a combination of parameters that give a model that best fits
the data and has lowest rms misfit. Different resistivity values for starting model were
explored, and a 200 Ω.m half space was found to be the best starting model. While all of
the parameters were tested, every set of iterations was set to continue the inversion using
the previous model as a priori information.
The fitting of the TE mode was challenging due to the mode being highly affected by
3-D effects as well as static shifts. As such, a large error floor of 48% and 12% was set on
the TE apparent resistivity and phase, respectively. Conversely, the fitting on the TM mode
was more straightforward such that the error floors were set at 24% and 6% for apparent
resistivity and phase, respectively.
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Figure 4.10: Trade-off between rms error and model roughness, resulting in an L-shape. The
value τ = 6.5 enclosed in green circle is the optimal value selected for the final model.

4.3.5.1

Pseudo-section responses

Figure 4.11 shows the MT apparent resistivity and phase pseudo-sections of the TE
and TM modes obtained after Groom-Bailey decomposition and after inversion. Here we
focus on the overview of the apparent resistivity and phase of observed data. The TE mode
detects the two major resistive bodies occurring at period ranges 10−2 −103 s below the
Pontiac subprovince and the southern part of the BRG. The TM mode detects the long
period conductor at 101 −103 s, with small resistive bodies at short periods (10−2 −103 s) and
at intermediate to long periods (100 −103 s), respectively. There are two conductors, one
appears to be below the BRG, and the other, with relatively low conductivity is observed
at long periods (103 s) below the Pontiac subprovince. The conductors are also reflected in
the phase responses by a region of high phase (70◦ −90◦ ). The phase also depicts a small
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conductor (perhaps a mid-crustal conductor) at period ranges of (101 −102 s).
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Figure 4.11: Pseudo section responses of observed apparent resisitivty and phase and calculated apparent resistivity and phase for the TE (top) and TM (bottom). Static shift as been
applied to the apparent resisitvity responses.
The misfit for the 2-D inversion is generally poor at some MT sites (e.g., ROU003Mg,
ROU005Mg and ROU011Mg; see Figure 4.12). These sites are within the Abitibi greenstone
belt and the misfit is more affected on the TE mode than the TM mode. The misfit is
attributed to the presence of 3-D conductivity structure, as well as possible data errors.
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Figure 4.12: TE and TM modes sounding curves showing the observed and calculated apparent resisitivty from the results of the 2-D inversion.
4.3.5.2

2-D crustal resistivity model

Figure 4.13 shows the 2-D resistivity model for the Rouyn-Noranda transect. The model
is characterized by two main features; in the top 10 km there is a broadly resistive upper
crust (> 10 000 Ω.m) underlain by laterally extensive mid crustal conductors; however, in
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detail, there are sub-vertical conductors pushing through the resistive bodies in the upper
crust. This is similar to the resistivity structure of other areas in Wabigoon and Abitibi
subprovinces, as discussed in Roots et al. (2019).

Figure 4.13: 2-D crustal resistivity model obtained from joint inversion of TE and TM modes
for the data set with a global RMS value of 2.3. CLLF is the Cardillac Larder Lake Fault
and PDF is the Porcupine Destor Fault.

4.3.5.3

Comparison between a 3-D and the 2-D resistivity models

Figure 4.14 shows a comparison between the 2-D for this study (a) and a 2-D slice from
an existing 3-D model of the transect (b). This is to establish limitations of 2-D modelling
of data which has proven by analysis to have a higher degree of 3-D character, as well as
the relationship between the two models. There are similar and dissimilar features between
the two models. Although the depth of resistive bodies is not uniform between the two
models, the shallowness of the resistivity bodies in the 2-D profile may be due to poor fitting
and static shift effects in the TE mode. Differences are also noticed in the resistivity values
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between the two models. The 2-D model records a highest resistivity value of less than 50000
Ω.m while in the 2-D slice is about 100000 Ω.m. The resistive body R1 extending from 15
km is a distinctive feature observed only in the 2-D model. Though it is speculated that
it correlates with the feature in the 2-D slice (R1?), there is no direct correlation of this
feature between the two models as there is a subtle conductive feature at this depth range
in the 2-D slice. The resistive zone R2 only appears in the 2-D slice and is not imaged in
the 2-D profile. This is an expected factor as the 2-D modelling approach only utilizes the
two modes in the data set while the 3-D approach utilize all the components in the data set.
The depth of the larger conductor (C1) appears shallower in the 2-D profile than in
the 2-D slice, as expected due to the resistive bodies being larger in the 2-D slice. The subvertical conductor C2 appears common between the two models, appearing to be connected
to the the mid-crustal conductor in the 2-D model for this study, while it appears isolated
in the 2-D slice. Three other prominent conductors (C3, C4 and C5) are common in both
models and they are connected to the mid crustal conductor. These appears to be consistent
features on the two models.
These comparisons are consistent with the conclusions given by Ledo et al. (2002) and
Ledo (2005) in that all of the main features in the area will be imaged imaged in 2-D.
Though the higher misfit reduces the confidence in the position of the features, the existence
of the features is valid. In this study, the estimation of crustal structures in otherwise
3-D environment was minimally affected by intermediate scale 3-D structures. Given the
circumstances of the 2-D modelling and inversion in the study area, the overall crustal
structure is found acceptable.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison between the 2-D model for this study (a) and a 2-D slice obtained
from four component 3-D model in the same area (b). The 2-D slice is provided by Eric
Roots. C1, C2, C3 C4 and C5 are conductors 1 to 5, respectively. R1 and R2 are resistive
bodies 1 and 2, respectively. The distances in the two models are not consistent because the
models were not extracted at the same starting point.
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Chapter 5 Interpretations
5.1

Interpretation strategy
The interpretations of the seismic data are based on both the original migrated section

as well as the different versions of the enhanced sections. Most of the interpretation will
focus on the curvelet enhanced data with pseudo relief attribute applied to the data. Interpretations presented here are seismic reflection patterns that provide information about the
structural architecture of the crust. Reflectivity in this case is attributed to mostly be related
to deformation and contrast in acoustic impedance of the crustal rocks. The interpretations
are based on boundaries of different reflection character (seismic reflection fabrics). The
seismic data is integrated with gravity and MT models as well as magnetic images.

5.1.1

Overview of the seismic reflection data

The crustal seismic reflection data in the Abitibi subprovince (e.g., Green et al., 1990;
Ludden et al., 1993; Bellefleur et al., 1995; Verpaelst et al., 1995; Calvert and Ludden, 1999;
Mints, 2017) in areas that are not metasedimentary assemblages is characterized by three
subdivisions of the crust based on the seismic reflection character, namely; the Upper crust,
Mid crust, and the Lower crust.
Upper crust
The upper crust (top 10 km) is relatively poor in terms of reflectivity (Figure 5.1).
The reflections of the upper crust are scattered with poor continuity especially in the south
of the profile. This is observed in the original seismic data as well as the pseudo-relief
enhanced sections. Where the reflections tend to be continuous, there is an evidence of
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folding (indicated by A and B in Figure 5.1 and faulting (Figure 5.3. Some fault zones
(e.g., Hunter Creek Fault, in particular) on the surface map can be traced from the seismic
reflection data to the surface. Toward the north (see Figure 5.1), more continuous reflections
are observed at a depth of ∼5 km with arguably fair continuity.
Mid crust
The Mid crust (∼10−24 km) is characterized by strong, laterally continuous reflections.
Some of the mid crustal reflections are cross cutting one another (see the feature indicated
by an oval in Figure and features C and D in the same figure 5.1. Though the reflections
are dominantly sub-horizontal, there are pronounced north dipping reflections (indicated
by D and E in Figure 5.1 as well as moderately pronounced south-ward dipping reflections
(indicated by feature C in Figure 5.1). The mid crust contains the most complex structure
in the whole crust, based on the reflection character.
Lower crust
The lower crust (∼24−36 km) is characterized by sub-parallel reflections, with lateral
discontinuities. There is evidence of major breaks in reflections as compared to the middle
crust, suggesting that there could be mantle penetrating fault zones. The reflection for the
Moho is inferred from the Lithoprobe regional profile which overlaps the transect for this
study. The Moho was found to be at ∼36 km depth in the area.
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Figure 5.1: Curvelet enhanced seismic section showing the major crustal boundaries based
on the seismic reflection character and some of outstanding features. A and B depicts folded
reflections; C, D and E depicts the steeply dipping reflections of the middle crust; The dotted
black lines separate the different parts of the crust based on the reflection character; The
blue oval encloses cross cutting reflections in the mid crust. See text for more details.
The seismic reflections in the crustal seismic data occur as reflection packages rather
than a single reflection as observed in conventional sedimentary seismic surveys. This character seems to appear often in hard rock seismic reflection data, possibly due to the rock types
present in such geological settings; as well as the deformational structures being imaged.
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5.1.2

Origin of seismic reflections

The origin of seismic reflections remains a challenging task for deep crustal seismic
interpretation as a seismic reflection can be caused by different geological features. In most
studies, this is aided by utilizing drill hole cores and geophysical well log data along seismic
reflection profiles. The mentioned data sets are rarely available and when they are available,
they cover shallow depths, mostly less than 3 km deep. Perron and Calvert (1998) used
geophysical borehole logs in the Noranda mining camp to understand the origin of seismic
reflections in the Lithoprobe high-resolution seismic line 21-1. Van der Velden (2007) outlined and reviewed several causes of seismic reflections in Neoarchean cratons including the
Superior Province. These include mafic sills, trapped fluids, magmatic underplating and
faults. In the study area, Perron and Calvert (1998) used geophysical properties to distinguish the difference in acoustic impedance between the major rock types in the area (Figure
5.2).
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Figure 5.2: Variation in acoustic impedance of the major lithologies in the BRG (Perron
and Calvert, 1998). Note that acoustic impedance is defined by p-wave velocity multiplied
by density of the rock, represented by the contours in the plot.
Figure 5.2 shows that the contrast in acoustic impedance between felsic rock types
(rhyolite and tonalite) is small, thus it is difficult to distinguish a reflection at a contact
between these rock types. However, the impedance contrast between the felsic and the
mafic rocks is reasonably high, implying that a reflection should be observed at a contact
between these rock types, more especially between the felsic rocks and the mafic rocks
(diorite/andesite). Strongest reflections in the Matagami area were interpreted to arise from
mafic intrusions and some ryolite (Calvert and Li, 1999). Although these contrasts are
known from shallow levels (< 3) km they can be used to constrain the reflections down to
10 or 15 km. Van der Velden (2007) noted that seismic reflections from mafic sills intruded
into felsic host rocks are recognized by a criss crossing and cross cutting character. Such
reflection character is observed in the upper crustal reflections from the seismic data in
this study (see Figure 5.3) and are interpreted to originate from mafic sills similar to the
previous observations. The upper crust reflections (depth range ∼1−5 km) are characterized
by complex reflections with conflicting dips with a small continuity within the same area
(Figure 5.3), interpreted to arise from mafic greenstone rocks.
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Figure 5.3: Windowed curvelet enhanced section of the upper 6 km of the crust showing the
complex reflection character (criss-cross and cross cutting reflections) interpreted to have
caused by the mafic volcanics as well as structural features. Criss-cross reflection patterns
are in the regions marked by letters A, B and C.
The folding structures highlighted in Figures 5.1 & 5.3 by the blue dotted line could
also be due to migration effects rather than the actual subsurface structure. The Flavrian
pluton lies in the vicinity of the complex reflections. Perron and Calvert (1998) noted that the
Flavrian pluton produces seismic reflections and further suggested that those reflections were
caused by mafic sills that have intruded the pluton. This may be the possible explanation for
the criss-cross and cross cutting reflections observed in the upper crust. Though the seismic
reflection profile intersects the Flavrian pluton at the tip, it is possible that it occupies a
wider area in the subsurface to be covered by the seismic survey. The base of the upper
crust (∼10 km) is interpreted to be marked by the base of the BRG. Pearson and Daigneault
(2009) proposed that there is a large felsic body (Misema pluton, with an areal extend of
∼3000 km2 ). This is thought to be responsible for the sub-horizontal reflections in the
seismic reflection data and has been interpreted as intra-plate tonalites by previous work on
seismic studies around the area (Lithoprobe project). The complex mid-crustal reflections
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are mysterious in terms of origin. Green et al. (1990), Ludden et al. (1993) and Calvert
and Ludden (1999) correlated mid and lower crust seismic reflections from Lithoprobe line
12 with a geological cross section of the Kapuskasing structural zone and attributed the
reflections to layered granulitic and anorthositic rocks and inter-layered mafic-intermediate
gneisses. In the next section we will look into more details on the mid and lower crust
reflections and integration of MT data.
The geometry of the Blake River Group (upper crust) appears to be of display atleast
four sub-vertical structures (see Figure 5.4). The reflectors show a consistent folding especially on the pronounced reflections towards the north of the profile which lie under the
Duprat-Montbray Formation while there are less reflections towards the south of the profile
under Noranda Formation. This implies that the interfaces between the layers of volcanic
rocks in the Duprat Montbray Formation are more reflective compared to those in the Noranda Formation.
It is not possible to trace the faults to the surface geology due to the complex reflection
patterns in the first 1−3 km of the crust (see Figure 5.3). Figure 5.4 depicts the structural
interpretation of the seismic reflection data showing the major structural features as well as
the main reflectors. The feature enclosed in a circle in the mid crust is a mysterious feature
characterized by cross cutting reflections. It is unclear if the reflections are truncated by a
fault zone or are somewhat connected. The cross cutting of the major reflections in the mid
crust suggest that the reflectors are of tectonic origin.
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Figure 5.4: Interpreted seismic pseudo relief enhanced seismic section showing the major
continuous reflections shown by black lines and interpreted sub-vertical discontinuities in
the upper crust. The green lines interpret the reflections within the BRG.
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5.1.3

Integration of Seismic, Gravity, MT, Magnetic and Surface
Geology

In order to furthe constrain the origin of seismic reflections, integration of the seismic
data with gravity models was undertaken to better understand the structure of the upper
crust (BRG)
5.1.3.1

Integration of Seismic, Gravity and surface Geology

Figure 5.5 shows a three dimensional display of the high-resolution density model overlain on the seismic section; and surface geology map (on top). The low-density regions lie
directly below the plutonic bodies, as well as the extrusive volcanic rocks (rhyolites) and thus
are interpreted to be caused by these rock types extending to depth. There are relatively
weak reflections in the low-density regions (especially the zone interpreted to be the Powell
pluton). The Flavrian pluton, as stated previously is believed to be intruded by mafic sills
which causes the strong reflections. The high-density zones which lie directly below the
volcanic rock assemblages (e.g., between the Powell and Flavrian plutons) correlates with
the highly reflective zones of the upper crust. This is more evident in the area between the
Powell and the Flavrian plutons ( Figure 5.5). Towards the north, the high-density tends to
extend to the depths greater than 10 km and correlates with the reflective zones.
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Figure 5.5: Perspective view of geology and 2-D gravity model slice along the Rouyn-Noranda
transect showing the density variation with respect to seismic reflectivity in the upper crust.
The red on the colour bar represents the low density values and the blue represent the high
density values.
The Flavrian and Powell plutons are interpreted to extend to depths of ∼5 km and
∼6 km, respectively. This is inferred from the extracted density isosurface (Figure 5.6), as
it displays clearly the roots of the plutonic rocks. The contact between the volcanic rocks
and the Flavrian pluton is about 2 km to the right of the Hunter Creek Fault and appears
almost vertical. Though this is unclear from the density model alone, the dip angle and its
position is clear in the resistivity model discussed in the next section.
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Figure 5.6: Perspective view of density isosurfaces at ρ = 2.75 that corresponds to the
density of the plutonic rocks along the transect.
The regional density model is coarse, and shows no density variations for the upper
crust and some of the mid crust. Only large scale density variations are observed, especially
for the basal portion of the mid crust and the lower crust (see Figure 3.10 in Chapter 2).
Only parts of the model with density variations are interpreted and correlated with seismic
reflection data. The mid crust is characterized by low-density material transitioning into
median density ranges along the sub-horizontal reflections (between 15 and 23 km depths;
Figure 5.7). This change in density appears to mark the boundary between the mid and
lower crust. There is a consistent correlation between the seismic reflections and density at
the area around the feature marked ’A to A”, the seismic reflections tend to line up along
the transition into the high-density zone.
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Figure 5.7: 2-D slice of the regional 3-D gravity model projected onto seismic section for mid
and lower crustal depths. The dotted lines mark the major reflections, the solid line mark
discontinuities in the seismic reflections, suggested to be result of a fault zone.
The lower crust is characterized by high-density and as mentioned, short discontinuous
reflections, to the north of the profile. The first ∼15 km of the profile is characterized by lower
density rocks, and moderately continuous reflections. Based on the density variations in the
lower crust, it can be suggested that the lower crust is composed of two different domains (low
and high-density). This is supported by seismic reflection character in the domains; there
are stronger reflections towards the south of profile and relatively poor reflections towards
the north of the profile.
5.1.3.2

Integration of Seismic, MT and Surface Geology

The MT results shows a resistive upper crust (∼10 km) along the transect, with some
conductive conduits cutting through the resistive bodies. Most of the conductive conduits
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correlate with mapped surface geology structures. The base resistive structure tend to follow
the reflections that mark the base of the BRG, especially in the south of the profile (Figure
5.8). Although the apparent dip angles of fault zones in the MT profile contradicts those
interpreted (Figure 5.8) from the seismic reflection profile on Figure 5.4, the MT profile
provides confirmation that the structures exist at approximately the same positions. The
Hunter Creek Fault appears to have an apparent dip of ∼30◦ to the north on the MT model.

Figure 5.8: Perspective view of seismic and MT profiles overlaid on one another for the
upper crust. The dotted lines represents fault zones interpreted from the MT model. The
solid lines represent interpretation of the most obvious reflections that are consistent with
the structure of the resistive bodies. The portion shown is from 0 to 39 km of the profile
The discrepancy in the apparent dip angles could indicate that the conductive conduits
in the upper crust are wide, such that it becomes challenging to know the exact location of
the fault zone. Correlation of the seismic data and the MT profile will be used to constrain
the interpretation of the final structures and apparent dip in the next section. At this point,
it is unclear whether the Powell pluton lies on the left or right of the fault marked with a
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dotted line at the far left in Figure 5.8. However, since it is bounded by two fault zones,
and using the density model as a constraint, it was found reasonable to interpret the Powell
pluton as the resistive structure on the far left. Figure 5.9a shows the north portion of MT
and seismic reflection profile overlaid. There is a pronounced conductive feature projecting
near the surface. This is interpreted as a fault zone with dip angle of ∼34◦ to the south.
However, this feature does not show a good correlation with the seismic reflection data.
Although, we speculate with low certainty that this structure relates to the PDF since it is
a major structure in the area and is in close proximity to this structure. Figure 5.9b shows a
total magnetic intensity map on the surface and reveals a lineation of high magnetic intensity
(interpreted to be to the south of the PDF) in close proximity to this conductive structure.

Figure 5.9: a) Perspective view of the northern portion of the MT overlaid on seismic section
with geological map on the surface; in b) the geological map is replaced by total magnetic
intensity map. The dotted line represents a fault zone from the MT model. PDF is Porcupine
Destor Fault. The portion shown is the most northerly part of the profile, from 39 to 51 km.
The mid crust (Figure 5.10) is characterized by high conductivity and reflectivity. The
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high conductivity zone straddles most of the profile towards the south and correlates with the
complex reflections. From a distance of ∼30 km to the north of the profile, the conductivity
decreases somewhat in the mid crust. However, the sub-horizontal reflections of the mid
crust still correlate with the conductive part even though it is not as conductive as the
southern portion of the profile.

Figure 5.10: Full section of MT and seismic sections overlaid on one another, with all the
interpretations. The solid line highlight continuous seismic reflections and the dotted lines
represents fault zones interpreted from from the MT model.
The lower crust begins at a transition from higher conductivity to moderate conductivity in the southern portion of the profile and has moderate conductivity in the north of the
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profile (from the distance of ∼30 km to the rest of the profile). The transition zone correlates
with the moderately continuous reflections of the lower crust (denoted as ’A’ in Figure 5.10).
The zone of moderate conductivity (marked by ’B’ in Figure 5.10) is characterized by weak
reflections which generally discontinuous.
The zone of moderate (B zone in figure 5.10) conductivity correlates with the zone of
high-density in the regional density model. The latter, as well as the poor reflectivity may
imply a different composition in rocks of the two parts of the lower crust. This may be due
to metamorphism, tectonic origin or other geological factor. The mid crust above the ’B’
zone is characterized by discontinuous reflections with interpreted faults dipping towards the
zone of discontinuous reflections (the ’B’ zone in Figure 5.10).
In summary, it can be noted that there is a good correlation between the seismic
reflection, gravity, MT and magnetic data sets and most structural features correlate with
those on the surface geology. However, the correlation is poor in some regions and difficult
to establish.
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Chapter 6 Discussion and Conclusions
6.1

Discussion

6.1.1

Implications of the results from the interpretation of the
seismic reflection data

The ME’s seismic reflection data shows generally consistent features to those seen on
earlier studies done in the Abitibi greenstone belt, especially in the BRG from studies done
during the Lithoprobe project (e.g., Green et al., 1990; Calvert and Ludden, 1999; Dumas,
1997). This includes the poor reflectivity upper crust as well as the sub-horizontal reflections
and reflection termination features that distinguishes the mid crust from other crustal levels.
The Lithoprobe project used Dip-Coherency filtering while Curvelet filtering was used for
this thesis for enhancing reflections. Both of these filtering techniques aim to enhance the
continuity of seismic reflections along the dominant dips, however differences in the quality
of a final images due to the acquisition and processing steps in the data sets are expected.
The upper crustal structure is composed of fault bounded blocks, this result is similar
to that outlined by Gibson et al. (2007) through an ∼4 km geological cross section in the
BRG that runs north-south, approximately parallel to the seismic transect. Although, the
Hunter Creek fault appears almost vertical in their cross-section, it has been interpreted
with a dip angle of ∼30◦ to the north from the MT model. The interpretation of the PDF
is very similar to that documented in Reed et al. (2005) from a seismic reflection profile
oriented north-south in the Timmins area. In both cases, they have dip angle of ∼30◦ to
the south. However, Zhang et al. (1995) documents a subvertical conductive body at the
vicinity of the PDF from 2-D high-frequency AMT inversion, which contradicts results from
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this study. This may be as a result of the difference in the geo-electric strike direction used
as well as the orientation of the inversion line. The of the inversion line in Zhang et al.
(1995) is north-south oriented and the line in this study is oriented more in the NNE-SSw
direction. The strike slip faulting that is reported in the literature from the surface geology
as well as cross sections across the BRG can slightly be inferred from the seismic reflection
data (Figure 5.4), however, the seismic data shows generally sub-vertical fault structures.
Green et al. (1990) recorded that the truncation of the reflections (from Lithoprobe lines 12,
12a 14a, 14b and 14) can be traced to the surface and coincide with the major structures in
the southern Abitibi greenstone belt (e.g., the PDF). However, ME’s Rouyn transects show
more complex upper crustal reflections (see Figure 5.3) which can rarely be traced to surface
geology features. This could be due to the fact that unlike Lithoprobe Lines 12, 12a,and 14
the Rouyn transect is mostly oriented in an east-west direction.
The causes of crustal reflections in the BRG are predominantly attributed to mafic
sills (Calvert and Ludden, 1999) and possibly interfaces with other plutonic rocks with
larger reflection coefficients. Although we interpret the pronounced reflection at the base
of the BRG as the Misema pluton, Calvert and Ludden (1999) have interpreted similar
reflections in the Lithoprobe Abitibi profiles at depths of ∼10 km to probably indicate
a decollement surface. Jackson and Cruden (1995) proposed that the strong mid-crustal
reflectivity is caused by accretion of oceanic assemblages followed by mid-crustal magmatism
(under-plating) during an arc trench migration system that is proposed for the evolution of
the Abitibi greenstone belt.
The truncation of reflections in the mid crust is interpreted to have been caused by
a tectonic event. The pronounced dipping reflections are dipping to the south, suggesting
that their generation has a close relationship to the first north-south trending subduction
related tectonic event. Furthermore, these reflections may be result from major shear zones
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in the mid crust. Although, Bellefleur et al. (1998) noted that the dipping mid crustal
reflections in the SVZ are difficult to substantiate as being related to the subduction related
scenario. Nevertheless, they further stated that the reflector geometry of the upper and mid
crust is consistent with the tectonic environments proposed for the Abitibi greenstone belt.
The causes of mid crustal reflections in the BRG can be related to magmatic under-plating
Van der Velden (2007), amphibolite granulites and anorthosites Calvert and Ludden (1999).
The latter two causes were given based on the correlation of the Kapuskasing structural zone
with Lithoprobe seismic reflection profile that runs at a close proximity to the structure.
The lower crustal reflections are interpreted to result from mafic granulites and paragneiss that are inter-layered (Calvert and Ludden, 1999). This lithological constraint is
based on the mapping information from the Kapuskasing structural zone Calvert and Ludden
(1999). This could be a possible explanation for the sub-parallel discontinuous reflection of
the lower crust with variations in density from north to south of the profile. Jackson and
Cruden (1995) correlate the lower crustal reflections with the high grade, ductile deformed
rocks evident in the Kapuskasing structural zone.

6.1.2

Resistivity structure

Previous resistivity investigation along the transect (e.g., Tournerie and Chouteau,
2002) have used strike angle of N60◦ E while this study used the strike angle of N15◦ E to
model the regional resistivity structure along the transect. Nevertheless, this study has
managed to image the regional structures intersected by the inversion line as well as a
conductivity structure that resembles a slice from 3-D inversion approach. The previous
studies did not invert jointly the TE and the TM modes of the EM field, and consequently
did not fully resolve the resistivity structure near the Hunter Creek Fault. As this study
used the joint inversion approach and it successfully resolved the resistivity structure near
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the Hunter Creek Fault as well as the apparent dip of the structure.

6.1.3

Integration of the geophysical data

There is a good correlation between the seismic, MT and gravity data. This section
discusses the implications of some of the correlations of the interpreted features to crustal
structure.
6.1.3.1

Highly reflective and conductive mid crust

One of the explanations for the coincident conductivity and reflectivity in the mid crust
is the presence of trapped fluids (metamorphic fluids) in the mid crust, which will generally
be conductive and have a strong acoustic impedance contrast with the other lithologies such
that it will give rise to the pronounced reflections of the mid crust. Koziar and Strangway
(1978) interpreted similar conductive feature in the western Superior Province to be caused
by the presence of small amounts of pore space fluids within the mid crustal rock formations.
One striking factor is that the conductive mid crust appears to be connected with the shallow
conductive conduits of the upper crust which correlates which major fault zones as mapped
on the surface geology; also, some of the conduits are regions with mineral deposits such as
volcanogenic massive sulphide deposits. The fact that the conductive features are connected
to the larger conductive feature in the mid-crust, suggest that the source of this conductive
feature as well as the high reflectivity is partial melts in the mid-crust. Nevertheless these are
all speculations and they require more testing in the constraints of mid crustal conductivity
and reflectivity.
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6.1.3.2

High-density and moderately conductive lower crust

The second large scale outstanding feature is the moderately conductive zone correlated
with high-density in the lower crust (see Figure 5.5). Similar characters have been observed
by Nitescu et al. (2006) in the Quetico and Wawa belts of the western Superior Province.
In the context of this study, this could be a segment concentrated by larger volume of highdensity metamorphic rock assemblages compared to the other segment. In some instances,
the high-density and conductivity margins tend too align with the seismic reflections (see
Figure 5.5).

6.2

Conclusions
This study has outlined the crustal architecture of the Rouyn-Noranda transect as

interpreted from integration of geophysical data. Using low-resolution legacy data (the 3-D
constrained gravity inversion data from (Boulanger and Chouteau, 2001)) this study modified
the data and produced a high-resolution density model. Interpretation of the gravity data
indicated that the Flavrian and the Powell plutons reach depths of >5 km and >6 km,
respectively. On the surface geology, it appears that the seismic transect runs on top of the
Default pluton, however, gravity data interpretation shows that the pluton is not intersected
by the seismic transect, at least at depth. The seismic reflection data enhanced with the
curvelet method provide a broad view of the seismic data depending on the global threshold
and features of interest. This has provided a good approach to interpret the seismic reflection
data. The MT data analysis has shown that the dimensionality of the electrical conductivity
structure around the Rouyn-Noranda transect is both 2-D and 3-D at a ratio of 1:1 which
has allowed the possibility of the 2-D modelling and inversion approach. We estimated a
dominant strike direction of conductivity structure of ∼N15◦ E in the area, which is different
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from that used by previous studies in the area. However our choice leads to a reasonable
resistivity structure for the transect. The upper crust is generally resistive, with several
conductive paths/conduits. The conduits coincide with the major structures mapped on
surface geology maps. The two major structures include the PDF and the HCF, which have
an apparent dip of ∼30◦ to the south and ∼30◦ to the north, respectively. The mid crust is
composed of a conductive structure and appears elongated in dimension. The lower crust is
moderately conductive as compared to the mid and upper crust. The seismic reflection data
distinguished between the different constituents of the crust which are the upper crust (top
∼10 − 12 km) of which its base is interpreted to be marked by the base of the BRG. The
overall structure of the upper crust is poorly reflective due to interfaces between lithologies
having small acoustic impedance contrast. The mid crust (∼12 − 24 km) is the most
reflective part of the crust, providing the most complex seismic reflection patterns compared
to the whole crust. The major causes of mid crustal reflections is speculative but we suggest
magmatic under-plating as the major cause. The lower crust (∼24 − 36 km) is composed of
short sub-parallel reflectors with reflectivity decreasing with depth towards the Moho. There
is a good correlation between the geophysical data as well as surface geology.
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